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Part I: Kyrgyzstan as a Geopolitical Pivot
The remote Central Asian country of Kyrgyzstan is what Britain’s Halford Mackinder might call a
geopolitical ‘pivot’—a land that, owing to its geographical characteristics, holds a pivotal position in
Great Power rivalries.
Today the tiny remote country is being shaken by what appears to be an extremely well-planned
popular uprising to topple US-backed president Kurmanbek Bakiyev. Preliminary analysts
suggested that Moscow had more than a passing interest in promoting regime change there and
that the events unfolding might be Moscow’s attempt to stage its own ‘reverse’ version of
Washington’s ‘Color Revolutions’ -- Georgia’s Rose Revolution of 2003 or Ukraine’s Orange
Revolution in 2004, as well as the 2005 Tulip Revolution that brought the pro-US Bakiyev to power.
In the midst of this ongoing power shift in Kyrgyzstan, however, who is doing what to whom, is far
from clear.
At the very least, what is playing out has huge strategic implications for military security
throughout the Eurasian Heartland -- from China to Russia and beyond. It therefore has staggering
implications for the future of the United States in Afghanistan and Central Asia and by extension in
all Eurasia.
Political tinderbox
The protests again the US-backed Bakiyev began in March over allegations of extreme corruption
on the part of the President and his family members. In 2009, Bakiyev began amending an article
in the country’s constitution regulating presidential succession in case of death or unexpected
resignation, a move widely seen as an attempt to introduce a "dynastical system" of power transfer
in the country, one factor which fuelled the recent nationwide protests in Kyrgyzstan. He placed his
son and other relatives in key posts where they raked in huge sums for the US airbase rights at
Manas – reportedly as much as $80 million a year -- and other enterprises. 1
Kyrgyzstan is one of the poorest countries in Central Asia with more than 40% living below the
official poverty line. Bakiyev named his son, Maxim -- who also managed to find time and funds to
buy part ownership of a UK football club -- to be head of the country’s Central Agency for
Development, Investment and Innovation, where he gained control over the country’s richest
assets, including the Kumtor gold mine.2
Late in 2009 Bakiyev sharply hiked taxes on small and medium businesses and early this year
imposed new taxes on telecoms. He privatized the country’s largest electricity company and in
January the private company, rumored to have been sold to friends of the family for less than 3%
of its estimated worth, doubled electricity prices. The price of heating gas was raised by up to
1000%. Kyrgyzstan’s winters are extremely cold.
The opposition charged that Maxim Bakiyev had arranged a sweetheart privatisation of the state
telecom to a friend domiciled in an offshore company in the Canary Islands. In short, popular rage
against Bakiyev and company existed for good reason. The key issue was how efficiently that rage
was channelled and by whom.
The protests erupted following the decision by the government in March to dramatically raise prices
of energy and telecommunications by fourfold and more, in an extremely poor country. During
early March protests, Otunbayeva was named spokesperson for a united front of all opposition
groups. She appealed at that time to the US government to take a more active interest in
Kyrgyzstan’s Bakiyev regime and its lack of democratic standards, obviously with no result.3
According to informed Russian sources, at that point Roza Otunbayeva spoke with Russian Prime
Minister Vladimir Putin to discuss the deteriorating situation. Immediately on its formation of an
Interim Government under Otunbayeva, Moscow was the first to recognize the acting government

and made an offer of $300 million in immediate stabilization aid, transferring a portion of a 2009
Russian loan of $2.15 billion that was promised Bakiyev’s regime for construction of a hydropower
plant on the Naryn river.
The $2.15 billion was originally announced just after Bakiyev declared he would close the US base
at Manas, a decision that American dollars managed to reverse some weeks later. Clearly in
Moscow’s eyes, the Russian aid and Bakiyev’s announced closing of the US base at Manas were
linked.
The latest $300 million tranche of the pledged $2.15 billion from Moscow, re-opened after the
ouster of Bakiyev, will reportedly go directly to the Kyrgyz National Bank.4
According to a report in Moscow’s RIA Novosti, ousted Prime Minister, Daniyar Usenov, told
Russia’s ambassador in Bishkek that Russian media outlets, which enjoy a major influence within
the former Soviet state—whose official language is still Russian—had been biased against the
Bakiyev-Usenov government. 5
Bakiyev government security forces, reportedly including Special Forces sharpshooters on rooftops,
killed some 81 opposition demonstrators, leading to a dramatic escalation of the protests in the
first week of April.
What is remarkable about the events and suggests that there is more going on behind the curtains,
is the fact that the full-blown popular uprising exploded onto the scene with little pre-warning in
the international media.
There had been protest demonstrations repeatedly since Bakiyev took control in the Washingtonfinanced 2005 Tulip Revolution. 6 That Washington-financed regime change of 2005 had involved
the usual list of US NGO’s including Freedom House, The Albert Einstein Institution, The National
Endowment for Democracy and USAID.7 None of the previous protests until this April, however,
had the obvious thoroughness and sophistication of the latest one. Events seem to have caught
everyone by surprise, not the least the corrupt Bakiyev family and his Washington backers.
The smoothness with which allegiance of the army, police and border security was gained within
the first hours of protest suggests very sophisticated pre-planning and masterful coordination. Not
clear at this point is whether that came from operative s from abroad, and if so, whether from
Russia’s FSB or CIA or whomever.
On April 7, as Bakiyev was losing control, he reportedly rushed to the Americans, but as they saw
the blood on the streets caused by Bakiyev’s sharpshooters and the growing fury of the crowds
against the government, they reportedly whisked the President and his family to his hometown of
Osh, apparently hoping to bring him back after events had calmed.8 That never happened.
Following the resignation of his entire government, including the heads of the army and national
police and border guard, Bakiyev resigned on April 16 and fled to neighboring Kazakhstan. At latest
report he is holed up in Belarus, having reportedly gained entry by bringing with him over $200
million for cash-strapped Belarus President Lukashenko.9
Kyrgyzstan’s new, interim opposition government, under the nominal leadership of former Foreign
Minister Roza Otunbayeva, has declared it wants to set up an international investigation into
alleged crimes committed by Bakiyev. Criminal charges have already been filed against him, his
sons and brother and other relatives.
Bakiyev had little choice but to flee. The army and police had already sided with the Otunbayeva
opposition days before he fled, in an indication that the events were at the very least extremely
well planned by at least some parts of the opposition.
A geographical pivot
Kyrgyzstan today plays the role of a geographical pivot. The land-locked country shares a border
with China’s Xinjiang Province, a highly strategic point for Beijing. One of the smallest of the
Central Asian states, it is also bordered to its north by oil-rich Kazakhstan, on the West by
Uzbekistan and on the South by Tajikistan. Moreover, Kyrgyzstan overlaps the politically explosive
resource-rich area known as the Ferghana Valley, a multinational ethnic and political friction zone
located also in Uzbekistan and Tajikstan.
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The country itself is highly mountainous, with the Tian Shan and Pamir mountains taking some
65% of all land area. Approximately 90% of the country is more than 1500 meters above sea level.
In terms of natural resources -- other than agriculture ,which comprises a third of GDP –
Kyrgyzstan has gold, uranium, coal and oil. In 1997 the Kumtor Gold Mine opened one of the
largest gold deposits in the world.
Until recently the state agency, Kyrgyzaltyn, owned all the mines and operated many of them as
joint ventures with foreign companies. The Kumtor Gold Mine, near the border of China, is 100%
owned by Canada’s Centerra Gold Inc. Until the ouster of President Bakiyev, his son, Maxim, head
of the State Development Fund, ran Kyrgyzaltyn which is also the largest shareholder of Centerra
Gold, the Canadian company that today owns Kumtor.
Significantly, even though he has not been formally elected by Kyrgz voters, Centerra in Toronto,
perhaps with a nudge from the US State Department, has already announced it has named Maxim
Bakiyev’s “replacement,” as head of Kyrgyzaltyn, Aleksei Eliseev, Deputy Director of the Kyrgyz
State Development Agency, to the Board of Directors of Centerra.10
Kyrgyzstan also has significant reserves of uranium and antimony. Kyrgyzstan also has
considerable remaining deposits of coal of an estimated at 2.5 billion tons, especially in the Kara–
Keche deposit in northern Kyrgyzstan.

However, even more pivotal than the mineral riches is the major US Air Force base at Manas,
Kyrgyzstan, opened within three months of the US declaration of a global ‘War on Terror’ in
September 2001. Shortly thereafter, Russia established its own military airbase not far from
Manas. Kyrgyzstan today is the only country that hosts both Russian and American military bases,
an uneasy state of affairs to put it mildly.
In sum, Kyrgyzstan, sitting in the center of the world’s most strategic landmass, Central Asia, is a
geopolitical prize coveted by many.
Washington walks on political eggshells
The US State Department had tried to get Bakiyev to hold on in apparent hopes they could
disperse the protestors, quell the street riots and keep their Tulip man in power. Hillary Clinton
initially called on the Parliamentary opposition – government ministers who objected to Bakiyev’s
corruption and nepotism -- to “negotiate” and “develop a dialogue” with the US-financed Basiyev
Presidency. The State Department then issued statements that the government of President
Kurmanbek Bakiyev was still functioning, despite reports that his entire administration had
resigned.11
On April 7, during the peak of the drama when the outcome was still unclear, US Assistant
Secretary of State P. J. Crowley told reporters, “We want to see Kyrgyzstan evolve, just as we do
other countries in…the region. But, that said, there is a sitting government. We work closely with
that government. We are allied with that government in terms of its support, you know, for
international operations in…Afghanistan.” 12 George Orwell would have admired the exercise in
diplomatic doublespeak.
On April 15, when it was clear Bakiyev had little support within the country, the US State
Department declared that it will side with neither the country's ousted president nor the
Parliamentary opposition. In a statement indicating Washington is walking on eggshells hoping not
to crack any, especially affecting its Manas airbase rights, State Department spokesman Phillip
Crowley declared, “We want to see the situation resolved peacefully. And we're not taking sides.”13
Since then, after talks with Foreign Minister Otunbayeva and her associates, the State Department
and Obama have warmly backed the new political reality.
Otunbayeva, a leading Communist Party member during the Soviet days, had served as the first
Kyrgyz ambassador to the United States in the post-Soviet era, and later as a special assistant to
UN Secretary General Kofi Annan. The interim government headed by Otunbayeva says they are
going to write a new constitution within six months and prepare for a democratic election in the
country. The opposition claims to be in control of the situation in Kyrgyztan though riots and
looting outside Bishkek are still being reported.14
Whose coup?
While there is much speculation about an on-the-ground role by Russian intelligence in the ‘antitulip revolution,’ we must leave that as an open question.
In comments during his Washington visit on April 14, a week into the upheaval, Russia’s Medvedev
expressed concern about the stability of the country: “The risk of Kyrgyzstan's breakdown into two
parts - north and south - really exists. This is why our task is to help our Kyrgyz partners to find
the mildest way out of this situation." He outlined a worst-case scenario where an unstable Kyrgyz
government could be left powerless as extremists flood into the country, creating a second
Afghanistan.15
US White House Adviser on Russia, Michael McFaul, speaking from the Prague arms control talks,
referring to the unfolding events in Kyrgyzstan, stated, “This is not some anti-American coup. That
we know for sure; and this is not a sponsored-by-the-Russians coup.” 16
At least nominally, Washington might well have reason to believe they can “work” with the new
Interim Kyrgyz leaders.
Roza Otunbayeva is well known in Washington since she served there as Ambassador during the
1990’s.
Her Number Two in the Interim Government, former Parliament Speaker and a key figure in

Washington’s 2005 Tulip Revolution that brought Bakiyev to power, Omurbek Tekebayev, was
brought to Washington back then by the State Department for one of their “visitors programs” -where emerging foreign political figures are presumably taught the beauties of the American way
of life.
Tekebayev spoke openly at the time of that experience: “I found that the Americans know how to
choose people, know how to make an accurate evaluation of what is happening and prognosticate
the future development and political changes.” 17
Thus there is evidence that the latest events in Kyrgyzstan could have been backed by Moscow as
a “reverse” Color Revolution, one executed to control growing US military presence in Central Asia.
And there is evidence it may also have been a second US-backed regime change, perhaps after the
Obama Administration became alarmed that its man, Bakiyev, was getting too economically close
to Beijing. The third and least likely version is that the events were executed by a rag-tag
disorganized domestic opposition that never before managed to rally more than a few thousands to
the streets to protest Bakiyev policies in the past five years.
Clear at this point is that both Moscow and Washington are going to considerable lengths to show
some minimal unity on the emerging events in the country.
Kanat Saudabayev, head of the Organization for Security and Co-operation in Europe (OSCE), on
April 15 said the safe exit of Kyrgyzstan President Bakiyev from Kyrgyzstan was the result of joint
efforts by Obama and Russian President Medvedev. 18
Clearly both Washington and Moscow eagerly want to have a strong presence in whatever
government emerges from the strife-torn Central Asian country of five million people. What is less
well known but equally clear, is the vital stake China has in stable relations with Kyrgyzstan, a
neighbor with whom it shares a long border. Most interesting from here is where events will go in
the forlorn but geopolitically strategic country.
Manas Airbase future?
One of the most pressing questions for Washington is the future of the vital US airbase at Manas
near the capitol, Bishkek. US Secretary of State Hillary Clinton stressed the “important role
Kyrgyzstan plays in hosting the Transit Center at the Manas Airport,” according to an official State
Department statement of April 11. She left little doubt what Washington’s priority is in the country.
It’s not democracy nor is it economic development.19
Following the Washington declaration of the War on Terror in September 2001, the Pentagon got
basing rights in several strategic Central Asian countries, ostensibly to help wage the war against
Osama bin Laden in Afghanistan. In addition to basing rights in Uzbekistan, Washington got the
Manas concession in Kyrgyzstan as well.
Most extensive of course has been the US military presence in Afghanistan. In one of his first acts
as President, Obama authorized the ‘surge’ -- adding some 30,000 troops and approving
construction of another 8 new ‘temporary’ US bases in Afghanistan, bringing the total bases there
to an astonishing 22, including the huge airbases at Bagram and Kandahar.
Defense Secretary Robert Gates has refused to put a time limit on the duration of the US military
presence in Afghanistan. That is not because of the Taliban, but clearly rather the long-term
Washington strategy of spreading the ‘war on terror’ across all Central Asia including into the
strategically vital Ferghana Valley bordering Uzbekistan and Kyrgyzstan. This is where the latest
events in Kyrgyzstan become geopolitically more than interesting for Russia, for China and for
Washington.
On April 14, Gates told the press that he was confident the US would retain rights to use Manas for
what the Pentagon calls its Northern Distribution Network, flying supplies into the Afghanistan war
theatre.20 Just days before, interim government figures in Bishkek had indicated US rights to
Manas were high on the list to be cancelled.
During a meeting with Russia’s Medvedev, President Obama agreed that the Kyrgyz events were
definitely not a Russian counter coup. He extended immediate US recognition of the Interim regime
of Roza Otunbayeva.
The question at this point is what role Kyrgyzstan will play in the high drama geopolitical chess

game for control of Central Asia, and with it, control of the Eurasian Heartland as British
geopolitician Halford Mackinder termed it. The key major actors outside Kyrgyzstan in this
geopolitical high-stakes chess game across Central Asia are China, Russia, and the United States.
In the next part we examine the geopolitical interest of China regarding fellow Shanghai
Cooperation Organization member Kyrgyzstan.

Part II: China and the Kyrgyz geopolitical future
China’s growing economic ties to the cash-strapped regime of former Kyrgyz President Askar
Akayev was a major reason Washington decided to dump its erstwhile ally Akayev after almost a
decade of support. In June 2001 China, along with Russia, Uzbekistan, Kazakhstan, Tajikistan and
Kyrgyzstan, signed the Declaration creating the Shanghai Cooperation Organization (SCO). Three
days later Beijing announced a large grant to Kyrgyzstan for military equipment.21
After 11 September 2001, the Pentagon began what has been called the greatest shake-up in
America's overseas military deployments since the end of the Second World War. The goal was to
position US forces along an 'arc of instability' going through the Mediterranean, Africa, the Middle
East, the Caucasus, Central Asia and southern Asia. 22
Akayev at the time offered to lease to the Pentagon its largest military base in the region at Manas.
China, which shares a border with Kyrgyzstan was alarmed and, together with Russia, steered the
Shanghai Cooperation Organization to oppose it, and to call for ending US military bases in Central
Asia.
According to the Wall Street Journal, China was also engaged in secret negotiations for its own
base in Kyrgyzstan and for border changes that ignited a political storm against Akayev in March
2002.
The Journal’s Philip Shishkin noted, “Akayev's moves to align Kyrgyzstan with China through ‘Silk
Road diplomacy’ and suppression of the Uighur guerrillas -- explained mainly by his desperate need
of finances to stem the tail-spinning domestic economy -- upset Washington, which saw Beijing as
a thorn in its strategic expansion agenda.” 23
Shishkin added, “The American perspective on this dangerous development went as follows: ‘Given
the 1,100-kilometer border between Kyrgyzstan and China - and Washington's already
considerable foothold in nearby Uzbekistan and Tajikistan - the fall of the China-friendly
government of disgraced president Askar Akayev would be no small victory for the 'containment
policy.’” 24
At that point Washington launched massive financing via the National Endowment for Democracy
and used the resources of the Albert Einstein Institute and Freedom House as well as the State
Department and IMF to topple the now-unreliable Akayev regime in the 2005 Tulip Revolution.25
Understandably, one of the major interested parties in the political future of Kyrgyzstan today is
China. Kyrgyzstan shares a 530 mile border with China, straddling the politically sensitive Xinjiang
Province.
Xinjiang Province is where riots in July 2009 by ethnic Uighurs were supported by the US-financed
World Uighur Congress of millionaire “ex-laundress” Rebiya Kadeer, and by Washington’s regimechanging NGO, the National Endowment for Democracy.
Xinjiang, also bordering the sensitive Chinese Tibet Autonomous Region, is a vital crossroads for
energy pipelines into China from Kazakhstan and ultimately Russia, and is home to major domestic
Chinese oil production.26
The borders between Kyrgyzstan and China’s Xinjiang are porous, and the flow of people between
Xinjiang in China and Kyrgyzstan is considerable. There are an estimated 30,000 Chinese
nationals, including Uighurs, living in Kyrgyzstan. Almost 100,000 ethnic Kyrgyz live in Xinjiang.
In short, US military outposts in Kyrgyzstan have far more significance to Chinese national security
than the mere resupply of the Afghan war theatre. It is an ideal breeding ground for US intelligence
agencies and for the Pentagon to run covert destabilizing operations into China’s strategically vital
and politically fragile Xinjiang. The flow of people back and forth between the two countries
provides excellent cover for US-run espionage and possible sabotage. 27

According to retired Indian Ambassador, K. Gajendra Singh, now heading the Foundation for IndoTurkic Studies in New Delhi, the Bakiyev regime permitted the US military to use its facilities at
Manas Airbase, including highly sophisticated electronic devices, among other purposes, to also
monitor key Chinese missile and military sites in Xinjiang. 28
Further adding to concerns in Beijing over US actions inside Kyrgyzstan is the Pentagon’s new
Northern Distribution Network (NDN), created ostensibly to supply the Afghanistan war.
The NDN runs through Tajikstan, Uzbekistan and Kyrgyzstan. Many in the Shanghai Cooperation
Organization region suspect that the NDN will be used by the Pentagon to encourage spread
attacks by groups like the ‘Islamic Movement of Uzbekistan’ or the ‘Islamic Jihad Union’ and the
murky Hizb ut-Tahrir movement – all of which are clustered within the Ferghana Valley between
Kyrgyzstan, Uzbekistan and Tajikistan. 29
Beijing is no passive observer in the Kyrgyzstan events. It will clearly play its strongest card, the
economic one, to secure closer and far more friendly relations with any new Kyrgyz government.
At the June 2009 meeting of the Shanghai Cooperation Organization (SCO) in Ekaterinburg Russia,
China’s President Hu Jintao pledged a fund of $10 billion in future aid to the Central Asian member
nations of Kazakhstan, Tajikistan, Uzbekistan and Kyrgyzstan. Nothing Washington has promised
to Kyrgyzstan comes even close to those sums.
In one of its first statements, the provisional Kyrgyz Deputy Head, Omurbek Tekebayev, told
Russian media that they regarded China among the country’s strategic partners: “The foreign
policy will change…Russia, Kazakhstan and other neighbors including China will remain our
strategic partners.” 30
One project that that Chinese strategic partner is likely to accelerate in order to weld a closer
strategic partnership with its Kyrgyz neighbor is Beijing’s announced plan to build a vast highspeed Eurasian rail grid.
China’s Ministry of Railways has unveiled one of the world’s most ambitious infrastructure projects.
The rail link will connect Xinjiang via Kyrgyzstan, ultimately to Germany and even on to London by
2025.
China’s plans include linking the China-Kyrgyzstan-Uzbekistan railway into the Eurasian high-speed
rail corridor.
China is also building twelve new highways to economically tie Kyrgyzstan and its neighbors by
modern roadways with Xinjiang. At some point US militarization of Kyrgyzstan becomes a Chinese
national security threat. An economic counter move by China to increase its presence in the
country is now clearly on the table. 31
As further indication of Beijing’s concern to have stability in its neighborhood, China has recently
stepped up its economic activities in Afghanistan.
As friction increases between Afghan President Karzai and the Obama Administration, relations are
clearly warming with Karzai and Beijing. On March 24, Hamid Karzai and Chinese President Hu
Jintao signed new economic agreements in Beijing on trade and investment, while agreeing to
strengthen triangular cooperation with Pakistan, which traditionally has had close ties to China.
The March 24 agreements reportedly cover China’s investments in Afghanistan’s hydroelectric,
mining, railway, construction, and energy projects.
China is already the largest investor in the Afghan economy. Its Metallurgical Group Corporation
won a bid in 2007 to invest $3.5 billion in Afghanistan’s Aynak copper mine –one of the largest in
the world. 32
And another prize plum is the possibility for Chinese companies to develop Afghanistan’s estimated
1.6 billion barrels of oil and 440 billion cubic meters (bcm) of gas, as well as large deposits of
ferrous and non-ferrous metals, iron ore and gold. 33
For China, both Afghanistan and Pakistan are part of its key transportation and trade links to Iran.
Beijing has completed a port at Gwadar in Pakistan, allowing it to import 60 percent of its oil
coming from the Middle East. China now plans to connect the Gwadar Port with Xinjiang through

Afghanistan to secure a more efficient delivery of energy resources to fuel its booming economy.
Stability in Kyrgyzstan is essential to China in this broader context. 34
In our next part we examine the essential geopolitical importance of Kyrgyzstan for Russia, the
second geopolitical player in the new three-dimensional chess game for control of Eurasia’s land
space and its economic and political future.
Part III: Russia and the Kyrgyzstan future
What happens in Kyrgyzstan is clearly also of utmost strategic importance to Moscow. The fact that
Russia has been swift to establish recognition of the new provisional government in Bishkek and to
extend financial aid clearly signal the importance of politics in that country for Moscow. Not only
was Kyrgyzstan an integral part of the Soviet Union before 1991, it remains a key geographic
region. Whether friendly to Moscow or hostile, Kyrgyzstan can be of immense help in stabilizing the
Central Asian periphery of Russia, or in destabilizing it.
Clearly the Medvedev-Putin regime is creatively using every level -- from energy pipeline deals
with the state-owned Gazprom, to military trade -- to rollback the threatening NATO encirclement
that reached its peak in 2004-2005 with Washington’s ‘Color Revolutions’ in Georgia, Ukraine and
finally Kyrgyzstan, the Tulip Revolution that brought strongman Bakiyev into power.
As noted in a previous article, Ukraine Geopolitics and the US-NATO Military Agenda: Tectonic Shift
in Heartland Power,35 the outcome of Ukraine’s presidential elections earlier this year was a
significant positive development from the standpoint of Moscow’s military security. The threat of
Ukraine’s joining NATO is now off the table, as well as threats to further disrupt Russia’s gas
pipelines that pass through Ukraine to Germany and other parts of western Europe, a residue of
the Soviet era of economic integration.
In January Russia, Belarus and Kazakhstan all signed a Customs Union agreement. Belarus is a
vital partner to Russia on her western border with Ukraine and Poland. Kazakhstan is a pivotal
former Soviet state between Kyrgyzstan and Russia, and source of major energy supply to China
as location of vast oil and other resources. It is also the world’s largest uranium miner.
The creation of a neutral regime in Kyrgyzstan friendly to both Kazakhstan and Russia would open
up a major zone of potential economic development for Russia, as well as helping to stabilize the
volatile Ferghana Valley, the agriculturally rich population center of Central Asia bordering
Kyrgyzstan, Uzbekistan and Tajikistan in Central Asia.
On April 19, according to Moscow’s RIA Novosti, Kyrgyzstan’s First Deputy Prime Minister Almazbek
Atambayev said after meeting with Kazakh Prime Minister Karim Masimov that his country wants to
join the Russian-led customs union. He stated, "We have a common past with Kazakhstan and
Russia and obviously our future will be with them in a common economic space and a common
customs space." Atambayev also said Russia and Kazakhstan were not behind the recent events in
Kyrgyzstan. "Russia and Kazakhstan are not involved in any intrigues, they just want to help
[Kyrgyzstan]," he said. 36
For Moscow, having a pro-Moscow or even a rigorously neutral Bishkek constitutes a major
repositioning on the Eurasian chessboard. As of this writing, the situation remains unstable from all
accounts, and Russian President Medvedev has sounded a note of caution during an important
press conference with Uzbek President Islam Karimov in Moscow. "Russia has given humanitarian
aid to Kyrgyzstan, but full-fledged economic cooperation is possible only after the institutions of
state are restored," Medvedev said. 37
Uzbekistan warms to Moscow
One significant apparent gain for Moscow following the turmoil in Kyrgyzstan is a clear warming of
previously uneasy relations between Uzbekistan’s President Islam Karimov and the Moscow regime.
On April 20 Karimov flew to Moscow to hold talks with Medvedev and told the Russian press that
the two sides had set aside various disputes and shared a common concern about the danger of
the instability in Kyrgyzstan spreading. If the Kyrgyz unrest spins out of control, Karimov
reportedly fears Uzbekistan might be next. 38 Just weeks before the ouster of Bakiyev in April, US
Special Representative for Afghanistan and Pakistan Richard Holbrooke had paid a visit to Karimov
in Uzbekistan as part of a careful US attempt to woo him back into the US camp. That seems now

to have gotten a significant setback.

39

Since 2003 Russia has enjoyed its own military basing rights at Kant airbase near Bishkek. It was
the first established by Russia outside its borders since the dissolution of the Soviet Union in 1991.
In addition to the airbase, Moscow also has a strategic base at the eastern end of Lake Issyk-Kul
where Russia tests submarine and torpedo technology including the super-cavitating VA-111
Shkval torpedo designed originally to sink US aircraft carriers, travelling at a speed of more than
200 knots. Russia signed an indefinite lease for the base in March 2008 for an annual lease of $4.5
million.40
Russia’s 2003 airbase agreement with Kyrgyzstan was one reason Washington initiated its Tulip
Revolution in order to bring in the Washington-friendly Bakiyev regime in 2005.
Some observers were initially convinced that the new transitional government of Roza Otunbayeva
would move to cancel US basing rights at Manas on the urgings of Russia. Surprisingly, however,
Otunbayeva appears to have reversed an initial commitment and has stated that the base will
remain open to the US Central Command, and there has so far been little reaction in Moscow.
Russian sources close to the government report that Moscow is considering whether it might gain
more by letting Manas airbase continue to supply the US war effort in Afghanistan for the next
couple of years. In exchange, Moscow would step up recent demands on Washington to stop opium
flows from Afghanistan into Russia.41 “The airbase will not be closed,” this source stated, “but will
be used as a lever to influence Americans about narcotics, among other things. In a few months
the yearly contract (for Manas-W.E.) ends, and it is an occasion to put some conditions to them.” 42
In October 2009 then-Kyrgyzstan President Bakiyev disbanded the country’s Drug Control Agency
that had been responsible for intercepting illegal drugs transiting from Afghanistan to Russia.
Reports are that Bakiyev’s brother thereby consolidated control over Afghan drug flows through the
country.43 Whether that played a role in Moscow moves to unseat Bakiyev this Spring is not clear.
Whatever the actual thinking in Moscow about Manas as a bargaining chip, both China and Russia
having clear strategic interests in a stable and friendly Kyrgyzstan. Moreover, with the three
countries along with Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan and Tajikistan all founding members of the Shanghai
Cooperation Organization -- the emerging Eurasian economic and military cooperation
organization -- the significant gains for Russia from closer cooperation with Kyrgyzstan lead some
to call it Moscow’s ‘rollback’ of Washington’s encroachment into the Eurasian space.44 How that
develops in the months ahead remains to be seen.
What then are the stakes now for Washington’s Central Asia and Eurasia strategy of Full Spectrum
Dominance? This we examine in Part II. The answer is: everything.
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